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Fields-Bernard, Lea

From: Rich Cherry [RCherry@bpoc.org]
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 5:58 PM
To: Gordon Kovtun
Cc: Braun, Gerry; Daniels, Charles; Laing, Rachel; Gordon Kovtun; mjohnson@civitasinc.corn;

david@heritagearchitecture.corn; skuhn@lnnovativeDesignGroup.corn;
kristenomjemarketing.corn; Stephanie Bergsma; Caplan Robert; c kayeb@qualcomm.corn;
Irwin Jacobs

Subject: RE: Plaza de Panama Board of Directors Update-CONFIDENTIAL

Gordon,

It would be useful if we met with Kristen Byrne or someone from MJE Marketing Services since the website and email
list is a primary tool for public outreach. We now have 61 people on the email list and have not had any communication
with them.

Also if you want to send over the approved part of the FAQ we can start getting them posted.

Rich

Rich Cherry
Director
Balboa Park Online Collaborative

Balboa Park... now there's an a for that
Play the GISKIN ANOMALY cellphone adventure in Balboa Park

BPOC is a project of the Benbou h 0 eratin Foundation
2131 Pan American Plz
San Diego, CA 92101
B: (619) 819-8331
F: (619) 819-8230

From: Irwin Jacobs Imailto:ijacobs@qualcomm.corn]
Sent: Friday, February 25, 2011 1:59 PM
To: Gordon Kovtun
Cc: 'Braun Gerry'; Daniels Charles; Rachel Laing; Gordon Kovtun; mjohnson@civitasinc.corn;
david@heritagearchitecture.corn; skuhn@InnovativeDesignGroup.corn; kristen@mjemarketing.corn; Stephanie Bergsma;
Rich Cherry; Cap!an Robert; ijacobs@qualcomm.corn; c kayeb@qualcomm.corn; ijacobs@qualcomm.corn
Subject: Re: Plaza de Panama Board of Directors Update-CONFIDENTIAL

Goodjob.

1. Have you looked at further automation in the garage to decrease parking garage staff. Should be almost
human-free except for emergencies.

2. I do not have any details on the consultant work ongoing and planned and the cost estimates for the proposed
schedule. I need more details - we need to avoid a blank check approach. I notice that there is more ongoing
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work ori bypass and on traffic estimates. We need an early staff meeting to review. Have the circulation
models been run yet under the same load assumptions but for the existing park layout? Do we have the artist
sketches of the bypass and bridge as seen from Cabrillo Bridge to better show the appearance with landscaped
slopes, etc.? Perhaps we should also run if cars are kept in PdP with no parking and drop off and valet in
Alcazar Garden park. Pedestrians and cars cross in going from PdP to International cottages and Pan American
Plaza.

3. Please delete "Something needs to be done." from Why is this Project Important in FAQ.

4. Items 9 and 10 under Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehab should be bolded or otherwise noted, since
these are the critical items.

5. In the sentence on the SPHO, it should be noted that he stated he did not read the submitted proposal. The
last paragraph in this There is a Rumor section should go first. The answer sounds much too weak as presently
presented and needs to be strengthened. "We do not believe that A Statement of Overriding Consideration will
be needed, but if so, then ... Also, it is not a rumor but a claim by some. We are saying it is wrong.

6. We should comb through all of the various negative comments and letters and look for others that need
response in FAQ. Pedestrian car conflicts at new intersection for example; approximately half of pedestrians-
on north side - will not encounter any cars and we have modeled the situation. Compare to existing.

7. All cars are eliminated if bridge closed. We are studying parking on west side of bridge but no good
solutions yet obvious. How far would tram have to go to pick up from cars up and down the park and 6th
Avenue and Laurel Street? How many feet of cars on curbside parking result from closing three existing lots?

8. New street car and bus routes and transportation continue to be desirable but no near term solution to
feasibility nor cost and project does not interfere.

9. Since no public funds being used, stopping project does not fix pot holes.

10. The distance from traffic to Alcazar Garden existing and after project, and thus noise, should be
commented on.

11. The loss of 2 public baths are noted. Do we have any information on usage. If 1 or both heavily used, we
can include replacement if thought important.

At 03:20 PM 2/25/2011, you wrote:

Dear Plaza de Panama Board of Directors,

In lieu of the February Board meeting, I wanted to provide an update of the various ongoing activities and
recent developments on the project. While the scope and magnitude are far too great to contain in a simple
email, I will do my best at summarizing the most significant developments.

1. De s ign and Analysis Update:
a. Brid g e: We continue to explore concept designs beyond the basic bridge that has been featured in the
renderings. Heritage Architecture has assisted in developing some historically compatible motifs and Civitas is
engaged in furthering the development of potential aesthetics. This effort is intended to merely get beyond the
current thinking of the bridge. We expect that in the coming months more detailed designs will be formulated.
b. Alc a zar Lot configuration: As you may recall or have heard from the All-Hands meeting with the
institutions on January 27'", the circulation modeling of the alcazar lot was a huge success and demonstrated the



viability of the circulation design even at peak times. We have since met with both the Old Globe and the Prado
representatives to further verify our assumptions, receive additional input, and we are in the process of making
additional modifications to the model. We will then meet again with those groups to make final verifications of
the operation and any design refinements. We are also re-engaging Innovative Design Group to further develop
the parking layout in the parking structure in consideration of the valet operational details that have been
defined as well as projections for potential long term/monthly parking.
c. Tram: Based on operational information received by the Old Globe and the Prado, we have also refined
the tram operations to provide for convenient baseline service and provide for increased services during the
peak times. The operational assumptions appear to be suitable and we will be formalizing this analysis for
review with the interested parties (institutions). The increased tram costs as a result of these adjustments fit well
within the proforma of the parking structure and gives us some flexibility beyond that.
d. Pl a z a, West Prado, Esplanade, and parktop designs: The design team continues to develop design
concepts and analyze historical imagery to formulate the basis of historical designs with as much accuracy as
possible. From this information, designs can be developed consistent with currently planned programming. We
are in the process of scheduling a workshop with the BPC at the end of March in which public input toward
these designs will be received.
e. Con struction Sequencing: Also at the all hands meeting, we unveiled our construction sequencing and
temporary parking management plan. The plan was well received and we believe that it addresses many of the
operational concerns that the institutions had with the construction process. The plan was reviewed with the Old
Globe (and others) in advance of that meeting, given their unique visitor dynamics, and although more analysis
is needed in the form of refinements, the basic plan appeared to be acceptable. We are continuing to review the
operational requirements of the shuttle and develop the parameters of temporary paid parking and will be
reporting to the Board and the institutions along the way. The construction sequence slideshow that was
presented in the All Hands meeting is attached to this email for your information.
f. Parki ng Revenue Analysis: We have made some final revisions to the preliminary parking revenue
analysis based on input fiom the parking consultant, Parking Concepts Inc. This information has been submitted
to the City Debt Management Department and, after a few rounds of questions, they are pleased with the study
and are analyzing the various bond structures available to the City for financing. It would appear that the net
revenue (after operations and tram expenses) would support a bond on the order of about $14M-$15M for the
structure but please keep in mind that these numbers are preliminary. The parking revenue analysis is attached
to this email for your information.
2. Pu b l ic Approval Process:
a. Publ ic Outreach Consultant: As I mentioned in my previous email, MJE Marketing Services has joined
the team to provide some much needed outreach and project proponent development. Kristen Byrne with MJE
has already joined with me and Mark Johnson in several meetings including one with Leo Wilson (with The
Bankers Hill group that recently expressed public support) who will be very helpful in generating support in the
west side. She continues to develop and advance the overall outreach strategy and has had initial discussions
with select City Council members. Shortly, she will be engaging with the institutions and will develop ways to
leverage their constituents into vocal supporters. You can expect more from Kristen between now and the
upcoming Board meeting in March and I encourage you to express your input and suggestions on the details of
this process.
b. Web s ite/General Outreach: As part of our ongoing relationship with the Balboa Park On Line
Collaborative who is hosting and maintaining the projects website, we are preparing a list of FAQ's to address
much of the misinformation disseminated by the opponents and the ill-informed. Attached you will find a copy
of the current draft FAQ's circulated internally today. This will be a living document and we plan on updating it
as we go, but please feel free to advise us if you see anything that needs to be addressed in the near term. We
plan on posting the first round of FAQ's in the coming week.
c. Proj e ct General Application: We have had a series of meetings with the City of San Diego
Development Services Department as well as Parks and Recreation to plan and formalize our application for the
project. As you can imagine, the application is lengthy and comprehensive, however in the course of the design
process, we have formalized a great deal of the required information. We have had the participation of Jim



Daw'e in this process who is providing valuable land use expertise and we anticipate submitting our application
on about March 11'". We are encouraged by the fact that this project is being accepted by the city in their
"expedited" process which allows us to accelerate the arduous process ahead. Recon, our environmental
consultant, along with Rick Engineering have commenced technical studies to support our project and gather
data for the design alternatives which must be considered as part of the EIR. One alternative that has emerged as
being a likely candidate for the EIR, will be that of closing the Cabrillo bridge. Those of you representing the
stakeholders with financial interests in the park understand the implications of this alternative and certainly the
"sleeper" supporters such as Richard Amero understand the dynamics of such a move. We are currently
undertaking some initial technical studies to help determine the impact of closing the bridge to the west side of
the park and, if any of your institutions have financial data from those periods when the bridge was closed (Sept
1981 or Sept 1989), that would be great for us to have.

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments. I wish to thank all those who have been
providing guidance, input, and support along the way. As you can imagine with a transformational project such
as this, it takes an extraordinary effort and we very much apgreciate your time and energy on this project
Our next scheduled board meeting is on Monday, March 14 at 9:30 a.m. We look forward to seeing you there.

Sincerely,

Gordon Kovtun
Principal
Tel: 858 273 5400/Fax: 858 273 5455

kovtun kcm rou .net

Construction Management and Consulting Services
1940 Garnet Ave. ¹300, San Diego, CA 92109

NOTE: This communication including all attachments is intended for the named recipient(s) and may contain
privileged or other confidential information. If you are not the intended recipient, or believe that you have
received this communication in error, please do not print, copy, transmit, distribute or otherwise use this
information. Also, please inform sender that you have received this email in error and delete the copy you
received.


